Abstract - The testbed allows experimenting with high-level distributed information fusion, dynamic resource management and configuration management given multiple constraints on the resources and their communication networks. The testbed provides general services that are useful for testing many information fusion applications. Services include a multi-layer plug-and-play architecture, and a general multi-agent framework based on John Boyd's OODA loop.
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1 Introduction

The large volume surveillance problem faced by Canada is characterized by the employment of mobile (maritime patrol aircraft, helicopters, UAVs, ships) and fixed surveillance assets (e.g. land radar) to a large geographic area in order to identify, assess and track the maximum number of moving, stopped or drifting objects. The observed objects are not necessarily aware of being observed and are cooperative or non-cooperative, and friendly or hostile. Coastal and Arctic Wide Area surveillance are good examples of large volume surveillance. The scarce surveillance (e.g. Electro-Optical (EO), Infra-Red (IR), and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors) and tracking capabilities (normal radar modes) make it very difficult to perform large volume surveillance and to keep track of all activities.

The best strategy for information communication, fusion, resource management and scheduling in such dynamically changing environments is poorly understood. Traditional methods in Artificial Intelligence and Mathematical Programming assume a static and non-distributed problem. Unfortunately, often neither assumption is valid. The resource-scheduling problem is dynamically changing as the environment and requirements change due to continuing information updates. Moreover, not all information is always available to all parts of the network. There are communication and computing delays, bandwidth constraints, and communication losses to consider. With multiple surveillance platforms there is a need to network them, and keep each current on the evolving situation. Initial resource deployment starts a dynamically improving awareness picture of the current situation. Ancillary information will continually be supplied from external sources and contribute to the evolution of the situation assessment.

This paper provides a description of the architecture of the CanCoastWatch (CCW) testbed (section 2), the important concepts of goals and situation evidence (section 3), distributed information fusion (section 4), dynamic resource management (section 5), auto-configurable information fusion architectures (section 6), vignettes (section 7) with results, and conclusions (section 8). The main components of CCW [1] are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Components of CCW
2 Multi-agent architecture

The testbed provides a general multi-agent architecture based on John Boyd’s OODA loop (i.e. Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) [2]. Due to the general nature of the OODA agents, very diverse elements can be modelled by it. They include ships, airplanes and fixed radar stations, but also collections of assets such as squadrons, or individual sensors if required. This great flexibility is further enhanced by a multi-layer plug-and-play architecture that lets researchers easily add their own algorithms to CCW.

The testbed provides general services that are useful for testing surveillance applications. The high-level architecture is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 High-Level Testbed Architecture

The user-defined OODA agents, called nodes in CCW, are at the centre of the system. They are supported by an editor, a testbed proper, and a viewer. The editor makes it easy to configure the simulation. For example, it allows for the specification of the node behavior, and the setting up of the scenario and the environmental conditions. The editor also allows specification of the relationships between nodes, such as one node being the superior of another node. The output of the editor is an XML file that contains all the information needed to run the simulation. This configuration file is passed to the testbed, which then runs the simulation. The testbed also provides convenient services to the nodes. For example, the testbed maintains the simulation time, and other global run-time information and metrics, which can be accessed by the nodes via a convenient API. The output of the testbed is a log file, again in XML format, that can be passed on to a Viewer. The viewer allows visualization of the movements of the nodes as a function of time. It also shows the nodes against a GIS background and environmental factors such as developing fog banks.

Externally, nodes are characterized by their ability to communicate with other nodes by sending messages via a simulated communication network. For realism, the communication links can be given the characteristics of known standards such as Link-11 or Radio. In CCW, the nodes usually exchange messages that contain orders, requests, or information. The situation is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 OODA Nodes Overview

Also, the nodes have other internal components besides communication equipment. A node can sense its surroundings via its built-in sensor(s), and it can move using its built-in platform. It also has situation knowledge, which is all that the node knows about the world. A particularly important part of the node’s situation knowledge is the measurement-derived situation evidence, which will be discussed later in more detail.

A node’s behavior is determined by its OODA components: Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act:

- The Observing function of a node corresponds to a Level-1 data fusion capability
- The Orienting function corresponds to Level-2 and Level-3 information fusion
- The Deciding function performs the Resource Management task
- The Acting function implements the decisions made by the Deciding function of the node.

To simplify the overall system, all nodes adhere to a standard architecture as shown in more detail in Figure 4.

CanCoastWatch uses two architectural approaches that support future research into large area surveillance algorithms, and facilitate addition and modification of the testbed:
• Component-based standard node architecture allows researchers to design replacement components at whatever architectural level of interest to them and then use the new algorithms they wish to explore. This is achieved via a standard interface defined for each component in the architecture.

• Plug-and-play mechanism that provides standard component addition or replacement. This is achieved via Java JAR files and XML to construct the nested components during system initialization. Pretty much everything can be replaced via plug-and-play. This includes OODA components such as the Deciding box, or sub-components, such as the Planner. But it also includes the Environmental model, or components of the communication model.

The flexibility of this architecture will allow researchers to easily update or replace components and hence investigate many different approaches to data/information fusion and resource management with no software development beyond the content of the component they wish to redesign.

3 Goals and situation evidence

The power of distributed surveillance operations lies in the communication between nodes. For example, passing tasking orders or goals via a communication link influences the behaviour of the receiving nodes. Tasking orders are detailed instructions on how a node should move, that do not require the receiving node to make decisions. On the other hand, a goal is a high-level description of a task that requires further decision-making by the receiving node. In CCW, a goal is a data structure that has the following three elements:

1. Proposition
2. Area
3. Time interval

For example, a goal may state that the proposition isSmuggling is to be asserted in the area of northern Vancouver Island during the next 12 hours.

The nodes usually form a strict command and control (C2) hierarchy. Only commanding nodes can order subservient nodes. However, the CCW architecture does not enforce this. Arbitrary relationships could be defined. This allows experimentation with other forms of organisation, for example peer-to-peer networks. Examples for relationships that are not C2 would be training relationships between nodes, where groups of nodes form an effective unit because they have trained together for a long time. The decision-making could choose to take these types of node relationships into account.

Since OODA nodes are very general, a node can also represent a group of nodes in a hierarchy. For example, a squadron leader may be represented as a node that inherits the capabilities of an entire squadron. Such a node may decompose a given goal into sub-goals, which it can then send to subservient nodes for execution. For example, the commanding node may decide that the original goals best decomposed into several sub-goals, each with a smaller search area. Similarly, the commander node may decide that the original goal’s proposition should be decomposed into several sub-propositions, each being handled by a separate sub-goal, which is given to a specialized sub-node that is best suited to deal with it. The situation is depicted in Figure 5.

![Figure 5 Goals and Situation Evidence](image)

As is shown in Figure 5, the parent node passes goals to its child nodes, and the child nodes pass situation evidence up to the parent. This situation could be viewed as follows: the goal is a question that a node is asked, and the situation evidence is the answer that the node gives. In the current surveillance context, the questions are always of the type: “find information about something”, and the answer is the information that was found.

The situation evidence captures what a node has learned by sensing its environment. In CCW, the situation evidence is represented as a collection of pieces of evidence, each having four elements:

1. Time stamp
2. Proposition
3. Proposition qualifiers
4. Situation evidence objects

For example, at time $t_1$ the proposition isRendezvousing is asserted. There is a single proposition qualifier that records the certainty with which this proposition is true.

For example, this could be represented as a Dempster-Shafer value. Suppose in our example there are two ships that are rendezvousing, then there are two situation evidence objects listed in the evidence structure, namely the track-IDs for the two ships.

No distinction in principle is made between a Level-1 track and a Level-2 proposition. They are all treated as propositions for which there exists direct evidence at certain points in time. All evidence is treated as partially uncertain. For our current version of CCW, there are only two types of uncertainty: Gaussian covariances, and Dempster-Shafer (D-S) masses. The former is used for properties such as “position”, “velocity”, “shape”, etc., and the latter is used for logical propositions such as isSmugglingOperation. In the future, this will be generalized further.

For example, a piece of evidence can have a proposition called velocity with two qualifiers. One qualifier reports the value of the velocity and the other its covariance. In
this example, there is only one situation evidence object, namely the trackID of the ship whose velocity is reported. The situation evidence data structure stores in very raw form what is known from measurements about the situation. This was done intentionally to ensure that more sophisticated situation evidence concepts can relatively easily be accommodated in the future without being constrained by limiting assumptions at the bottom layer. For example, the situation evidence structure could be made to represent the probability distribution function (PDF) of a proposition as a function of space and time. Since all the known raw information is stored already, the PDF or similar measures could be implemented in a rather straightforward manner.

Even in its current form, the situation evidence provides key information for decision-making. For example, if the goal was to find a fishing boat in distress, then all that is required is to query the situation evidence object for the piece of evidence that has asserted the proposition isFishingBoatInDistress with the highest D-S value. If the value is high enough, the search is declared complete. The ship location can be found by asking for the position value stored for the position proposition for the ship’s track-ID.

4 Distributed Information Fusion

In a CCW OODA node, there are two modules responsible for Distributed Information Fusion (DIF): The Observing and the Orienting modules. The Observing function performs the traditional Level-1 data fusion tasks. For example, it performs track-level fusion for situation evidence objects that come from different nodes. For instance, in Figure 5, the track-IDs used in the SE objects sent by the child nodes Node 1.1 and 1.2 to the parent node need to be reconciled with each other and with the track-IDs used in the parent node itself. This task is made even more challenging by the often very sparse nature of the observations, and by the need to avoid data loops.

The Orienting function, on the other hand, performs the Level-2 and Level-3 information fusion tasks. As can be seen in Figure 3, the Orienting box takes one or more goals and a single SituationEvidence object as input. The latter contains situation propositions that were previously trackID-fused by the Observing box. The Orienting box then tries to “prove” each goal proposition.

Currently, the Orienting box is implemented as an expert system. A data fusion knowledge base, which is part of the node’s Situation Knowledge, contains rules that allow a ReasoningEngine to “prove” a goal proposition given a set of primitive propositions. The primitive propositions are logical statements such as isClose or isSlow. Some of these logical propositions may exist already in the input Situation Evidence. Others need to be created. The creation requires a Classifier that, for example, compares the estimated travel directions of two targets to assert the primitive proposition moveInParallel. The ReasoningEngine can then, for example, infer the proposition isRendezvousing from the primitive propositions isSlow, isClose and moveInParallel. Additional information may allow the drawing of further conclusions, for example, that a smuggling operation is under way. The asserted propositions are stored in a single SituationEvidence object, which is the output of the Orienting box. As an example, a partial proposition tree is shown in Figure 6.

5 Dynamic Resource Management

The details of the current implementation of the Deciding module of the OODA node are shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, the OODA Deciding function is broken into five specialized decision-making modules, and a manager function.

All propositions, all facts, and even all rules, are subject to uncertainty. The Classifier and the ReasoningEngine are both expected to take uncertainty into account. The uncertainty can be formalized in a large variety of ways. In the current version of CCW, Evidence Theory and Fuzzy Logic are used.

The DecisionManager takes goals and situation evidence as input and provides decisions as its output. A decision is a tasking order for a resource, or a goal that is given to, or removed from, a subservient node, or a request to reconfigure the C2 hierarchy. The DecisionManager coordinates the decision making process that is decomposed into five sub-functions that are briefly...
introduced in the following. It thereby provides a simple, standard interface to the NodeManager.

The Dynamic Goal Generator (DGG) takes node goals and situation evidence provided by the Orienting function of the node as input. As output it may generate additional goals or remove old goals. The DGG interprets the SituationEvidence object and decides if the evidence warrants a new goal. For example, if a goal is to find a sinking fishing boat, and the SituationEvidence asserts that \textit{issinkingFishingBoat} is very likely true in a certain small region, then the DGG may decide to issue a high-priority goal to check out just this small region in more detail. Alternatively, if the truth value of \textit{issinkingFishingBoat} is sufficiently high, it may decide that the goal has been achieved, and can therefore be removed.

A goal comes into the Planner module, which either splits it up into several new goals to be sent to subservient nodes, or it elaborates the goal by generating a capability plan. A capability plan breaks a goal into several subtasks. It also prescribes the order in which the tasks are to be executed. However, it does not specify the exact resource that is required to execute the task or the exact time at which it is to be done. Rather, the capability plan describes the required capabilities of the resource in a high-level manner, and may impose high-level timing constraints such as precedence.

The Dynamic Configuration Advisor (DCA) takes a capability plan as input and outputs a mode plan. A mode plan is similar to a capability plan, except that for each task the capability table is replaced by a list of concrete resources that the DCA recommends that the scheduler try. The Scheduler takes all the mode plans as input and turns them into scheduled plans. A scheduled plan is similar to a mode plan, except that each task has exactly one resource assigned to execute it. A scheduled plan also has absolute times assigned to all tasks. The scheduler resolves any conflicts between all the active plans. It also optimizes its output according to a figure of merit, which is a weighted sum of criteria such as completion time and completion cost. The Scheduler enlists the services of a separate path planner to compute the trajectories that the resources are tasked to follow. The path planning is a service that is provided by the testbed. This allows the scheduler to concentrate just on scheduling, and decouples it from having to know about specific resource capabilities, land contours, and trajectory optimization techniques.

Finally, the Dynamic Configuration Manager monitors the communication network and the node capabilities, and based on this and other information, makes resource allocation decisions. For example, it may decide to reallocate a particular aircraft from one squadron to another squadron because this enables both squadrons to fulfill their goals. It also monitors failure of communication in nodes, and makes resource allocation decisions accordingly. This is explained in more detail in the next section.

6 Auto-Configurable Information Fusion Architectures

Connectivity amongst fusion nodes allows sharing information among many fusion nodes. A multi-layer network architecture, called Dynamic Resource Configuration & Management Architecture (DRCMA), is adopted to represent a distributed fusion network. A key requirement is the need for efficient management of information fusion nodes under dynamically changing and essentially unpredictable conditions. To facilitate dynamic reorganization and to avoid the bottleneck of centralized fusion systems, a multi-agent based design approach is considered in order to explore robust and efficient fusion of heterogeneous data and information. The DRCMA model is formally described in terms of a distributed Abstract State Machine (ASM) with real-time constraints. The resulting machine model abstractly characterizes the dynamic properties of the distributed fusion architecture and serves as an abstract computational framework for requirements specification, design analysis and validation of the key system attributes prior to actually building the system.

The ASM formalism is well known for its versatility in semantic modeling of algorithms, architectures, languages, protocols and virtually all kinds of sequential, parallel and distributed systems. Concurrently executing tasks of a distributed fusion process change dynamically due to the dynamic nature of mission requirements. Resources allocated to tasks change dynamically as a result of unavoidable instabilities in the resource environment. This situation calls for reconfigurable applications that can adapt to internal changes in resource requirements and to external changes affecting the available resources. Sensor platforms are combined into clusters that can operate semi-autonomously. Dynamic reconfiguration of resource clusters is performed in an ad hoc manner using 'plug and play' mechanisms. At any time, additional resources can join clusters on demand based on their sensor capabilities and geographic position. Fault tolerant behaviour is crucial for avoiding catastrophic system failures as a result of communication failures (e.g., broken communication links, corrupted or lost messages) and partial or total resource failures (e.g., in disaster situations). In many respects, requirements and design principles of the distributed information fusion system resemble those of mobile ad hoc networks. Complex control structures and the need to deal with component and communication failures require investigating different organization structures (e.g., decentralized versus centralized). This will be realized by introducing a concept of generic control center, such that a uniquely identified control center is associated with each individual cluster in a hierarchy of logically linked resource clusters. At the bottom level, each physical sensor platform has its own control center. The proposed system will have the following functions:
• Task Decomposition: principles for decomposing complex tasks (goals) into subtasks based on common patterns and schemes for mapping tasks onto resources. This also includes an abstract characterization of tasks according to their resource requirements and the orchestration of resources for processing tasks.
• Resource Clustering: composition principles for a systematic clustering of resources based on abstract logical representations of their physical capabilities (e.g., sensor capabilities, mobility constraints, time restrictions). Primitive resources are joined to form composite resources with richer behaviours, as derived by an attribution scheme defined over a set of logical resource descriptors.
• Resource Management: dynamic resource management policies to control resource migration between clusters based on prioritization schemes for resource selection and management of resource pools,
• Fault Tolerance: robust mechanisms for dynamic resource linking (‘plug and play’) auto-reconfiguration and semi-autonomous operation of resource clusters,
• Communication Framework: i) communication of information from control centers to resources and from resources to control centers; ii) intelligent exchange of information that prevents propagation of outdated information (information pollution); iii) management of meta-data required to identify the origin of information, the associated time line and life time.

Overall, the proposed design is characterized by its concurrent and reactive nature, making it difficult to predict the resulting system behavior with sufficient detail and precision under all circumstances. Hence, there is a need for formalism. It allows us to not only reason about specification and design issues, but also uncover deficiencies that would otherwise go unnoticed. Finally, model-based systems engineering demands for abstract executable specifications as an instrument for design exploration and experimental validation through simulation and testing, as well as by means of symbolic execution. The ASM formalism, in combination with related tool environments, directly supports this modeling paradigm.

7 Vignettes

The fusion research is focused by “vignettes”, scenarios that are instantiated within the framework established by the vignette’s geographical location and set of available entity types. We looked at two different vignettes within CCW: a cooperative search and a non-cooperative search.

7.1 Cooperative Search

This vignette addresses a simplified version of a cooperative-search scenario. A boat in distress is reported at 8 km southeast of Chrome Island in the Strait of Georgia in the inland waters off British Columbia. This triggers a cooperative search, i.e. a search where the target wants to be rescued and behaves in a transparent way to facilitate being found. At the time of the reception of the boat-in-distress call, an Aurora aircraft on a surveillance task is 18 minutes from completing that task and arriving at Comox Air Force base. An Aurora is on the ground at Comox but needs 20 minutes prep time. This simple scenario is complex enough to highlight important basic features of distributed information fusion (DIF) and resource management (RM), and the testbed architecture itself. RM must choose between the Aurora busy on reconnaissance, or the Aurora on the ground that requires prep time to get airborne. This of course depends on the initial conditions of the vignette. The Aurora provides surveillance, while a Cormorant helicopter provides identification of the ship in distress. A Cormorant is ready close by at Comox, and another Cormorant is ready at Vancouver, which is further away. Both are dispatched and the timing of their arrival results in different scenarios playing out since the ship in distress drifts with the current, and a large number of active shipping and other objects in the area complicate the search mission.

Figure 8 Cooperative Search Vignette

For this type of vignette, RM must evaluate which of the two available Auroras to utilize, choosing between one doing a routine background patrol or a dedicated search for the ship. DIF must then correctly use the sensor data from the selected Aurora to identify likely targets that need closer inspection by the helicopters. RM must react to this information the moment the DF provides it, and then dynamically re-schedule the helicopters to go and verify the likely targets based on their proximity to the current location of the helicopters.
tightly knit zigzag search pattern. However, after the Aurora had arrived and found likely targets, the helicopter abandoned its search pattern and flew to investigate the likely targets. To do this it started a spiral search pattern around the reported location of the new target. The spiral pattern was abandoned the moment the target was declared false. Finally, the second helicopter arrived, and both shared the task of verifying likely targets thereby speeding up the search significantly.

7.2 Non-Cooperative Search

In contrast to the first vignette, this vignette features targets that don’t want to be found. It involves a freighter carrying illegal immigrants, which are off-loaded to zodiacs. This scenario features deceptive maneuvers and potentially intentionally false sensor data, and thus requires a sophisticated DIF and an evolution of the RM capability over that used for the 1st vignette.

The mission focuses on a threat situation that develops off the northwest tip of Vancouver Island. A freighter coming from the eastern Pacific carrying illegal immigrants arrives near Cape Scott on northern Vancouver Island. It leaves a known sea-lane off Cape Scott to begin a manoeuvre to off-load the illegal immigrants. It does not use the Automatic Identification System (AIS) to identify itself, rather - when it suspects it is being watched – it may use an AIS identification of another freighter scheduled to be in the area, in an attempt to confuse surveillance. It uses two land-based zodiacs to off-load the illegal immigrants, by making multiple trips to/from the freighter to ferry persons to the coast. The intended drop point is either Guise Bay or Experiment Bight in the Cape Scott Provincial Park depending on conditions. The scenario is mapped in Figure 9.

The freighter and zodiacs will attempt various elusive manoeuvres depending on how the situation develops. Among the elusive deceptions to deceive DIF and force RM to re-evaluate plans and schedules are the following options: use a known commercial shipping route (sea lane) to mask its approach among other commercial freighters; fail to provide an AIS identification or provide a false AIS corresponding to a scheduled freighter known to be scheduled to be in Cape Scott area around this time; depart from a known commercial sea lane through Scott Channel when it approaches the intended drop point for its illegal cargo; use the deceptive cover of the presence of fishing boats fishing off Experiment Bight to “hide” its presence amongst those boats; respond to surveillance by active sensors (radar) by moving back into the commercial shipping route heading away from Vancouver Island; use elusive maneuvers to periodically leave the fishing fleet to rendezvous with the two island-based zodiacs.

The complexity of the non-cooperative search is captured by a network of evidence with multiple possible confirmatory patterns. For example, DIF may fuse information from various sensors on various platforms to identify a smuggling-operation by:

- Identifying an isFerrying activity that in turn requires confirmation of isLargeShip(s1) AND isShipNearShore(s1) AND isMovingSlowly(s1) AND isSmallShip(s2) AND isMovingBetweenBeachAndLargeShip(s2,b,s1).
- Identifying an isRendezvousing activity that in turn requires confirmation of isLargeShip AND isSmallShip AND isTandemMotionBetweenShips where the tandem motion is defined by isShipsHaveSameHeading(s1,s2) AND isShipMovingSlowly(s1) AND isShipMovignSlowly(s2) AND areNear(s1,s2).

The reasoning here will require working through threads of evidence where, depending on the situation, when a resource arrives, what can be sensed, etc. there will be different pathways through the evidence to make the conclusion isSmuggling.

The resource management is also complex. The supreme command center in Comox receives a vague hint that a smuggling operation is to commence somewhere in northern Vancouver Island. This is modeled in CCW as a commander node receiving a goal to search for a smuggling operation. Given the large size of the area, and the resources available, the commander node decides to split the search area into two large, independent sub-areas. This is modeled as two sub-goals, each being sent to a separate squadron-leader node. Each squadron-leader node in turn, generates a detailed search plan for the resources under its control, and sends tasking orders to their subservient nodes. In the process, one of them has to make a decision if an Aurora aircraft that is already on a routine background surveillance mission around Vancouver Island should be ordered to interrupt its mission and participate in the hunt for the smugglers. As usual, the background mission is modeled as just another goal that the deciding node has to satisfy. Later, the other squadron-leader node is faced with the dilemma of satisfying a high-priority request to find a sinking fishing boat while the search for the smugglers is going on. Again, two goals need to be simultaneously satisfied. Depending on the situation and on the resource availability, different decisions will be made by the nodes. A screenshot of a
more recent version of the Visualizer for this scenario is given in Figure 10. The cyan colored objects indicate planned and actual tracks of friendly surveillance resources. The smuggling tanker and zodiacs are in red, and neutral ships are in white.

Figure 10 Screenshot of Non-cooperative vignette.

The search area and the situation evidence probability is depicted in the screenshot of Figure 11.

Figure 11: Visualizer showing Situation Evidence probability for search area.

Figure 12 provides a good illustration for a sophisticated collaborative search of an area by several resources driven by dynamically updated probability-of-detection and effort-allocation maps. In this figure, the red color indicates higher effort allocation values. The cyan lines indicate the trajectories of two cooperating UAVs.

Figure 12 Screenshot showing planning for search area

A variety of output options is available to the user as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Viewer Showing Various Output Options

8 Conclusion

This paper described the latest version of CCW (previously reported in [1]) which provides a flexible multi-agent architecture that allows researchers to test dynamic resource management, distributed data fusion, and dynamic resource management algorithms in a setting that is realistic enough to draw valid conclusions about the effectiveness of net-enabled large area costal surveillance applications. We hope that CCW will be a useful tool for information fusion researchers.
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